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6

Abstract7

Mining process such as classification, clustering of progressive or dynamic data is a critical8

objective of the information retrieval and knowledge discovery; in particular, it is more9

sensitive in data stream mining models due to the possibility of significant change in the type10

and dimensionality of the data over a period. The influence of these changes over the mining11

process termed as concept drift. The concept drift that depict often in streaming data causes12

unbalanced performance of the mining models adapted. Hence, it is obvious to boost the13

mining models to predict and analyse the concept drift to achieve the performance at par14

best. The contemporary literature evinced significant contributions to handle the concept15

drift, which fall in to supervised, unsupervised learning, and statistical assessment approaches.16

This manuscript contributes the detailed review of the contemporary concept-drift detection17

models depicted in recent literature. The contribution of the manuscript includes the18

nomenclature of the concept drift models and their impact of imbalanced data tuples.19

20

Index terms— concept drift, change point, data stream mining, ensemble classifiers, class imbalance,21
misclassification, supervised and unsupervised learning22

1 Introduction23

apid expansion of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has led to exponential growth in the24
volume of data generated. According to a survey from IDC, in the near future the quantum of data that is25
generated will run to trillions of gigabytes [1]. It is imperative that there is need for robust tools and solutions26
for handling the huge volume of data generated from varied range of applications. Eventually the huge volumes27
of data that are generated demand more effective techniques of data management.28

Data mining is one of the major process in the data management. Profoundly the data mining solutions are29
about initially gathering data and processing them in offline mode. Predictive models are usually trained on the30
basis of historical data provided as pair of data (input and output). The trained models are used for prediction31
of output for new unseen input data.32

Streaming data can’t be processed simultaneously due to the quantum of data that is generated regularly. It33
is highly complex to accommodate the data in to machine’s main memory and the online processing of data is34
the only right method that could be adapted. Predictive models can be trained either in an incremental manner35
by continuous update or by ensuring retaining of the model using batches of data.36

In the constantly changing environments, the data distribution might change over course of time and it could37
lead to conditions of concept drift [2], [3]. Concept drift is the changes in the conditional distribution of varied38
output (for example, the target variable for the input features) despite of the input remaining unchanged.39

A classic example of real concept drift is about the change in user level interests whilst following an online40
news stream. For instance, though the distribution of a news documents that are often relayed might remain the41
same, still the conditional distribution of interesting news documents for the user might undergo changes. The42
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7 3) DRIFT BY POSTERIOR PROBABILITY (A CHANGE INFLUENCED
BY THE CONFLICT OF OLD AND NEW DECISION BOUNDARY):

process of adaptive learning reflects upon the predictive models online while their operation might be responding43
to concept drifts.44

Phenomenal developments have taken place in terms of concept drift and there were many drift-aware adaptive45
learning algorithms were developed. The scope of the problem being very wide and spans over varied topics, not46
much of comprehensive survey is envisaged. Though the concept is relatively new, still there was some kind of47
adaptive learning algorithms that were proposed earlier.48

Considering the quantum of develop ments that has taken place in the subject of concept drift, this paper49
focus on comprehensive summary of research done for gaining insights in to concepts unification and terminology50
and also to survey of contemporary methodologies and techniques that are investigated in the past.51

2 II.52

3 The Problem Description a) Misclassification53

Profoundly, in the case of misclassification, the minority class is highly complex than the majority class. For54
instance, the spam class in the spam filters and the fraud class in a credit card application. Hence, misclassifying-55
class example is highly a costlier factors.56

the facets of misclassification, as they presume only balanced class distribution. Training procedure with target57
of maximizing overall accuracy usually leads to higher levels of probability of induced classifier that predicts as58
the instance of majority class along with low It is imperative to envisage majority class has higher accuracy levels59
while the minority class has much lower accuracy amidst ranging between 0-10% [4]. Misclassification resulting60
because of imbalance due to classifiers like the decision trees [5], KNN (K-Nearest Neighbour) [6], [7], [8], Neural61
Networks [9] and SVM [10], [11] that were reviewed. Classifiers offer a balanced degree of predictive performance62
over all classes that are required.63

Profoundly the percentage of minority class in a data set is used in the researches to detail the level of imbalance64
in the data [12], list of varied illustrations in every class [13], size ratio amidst of classes [14]. Coefficient of variance65
is used in [15] that are less straight forward. Detailing of imbalance status might not be a crucial issue in offline66
learning, but it becomes more significant for online learning as there is hardly any static data over the online67
scenarios.68

It is very essential to have some automatic evaluation for detailing the updated imbalance degree and techniques69
that monitor the changes over the Misclassification status. The facets of changes in the misclassification are70
directly coherent to concept drift.71

4 b) Concept drift72

Concept drift could take place when the joint probability P 9 (x; y) changes [16], [17]. Concept drift will manifest73
three fundamental forms of changes pertaining to three key variables in the Bayes’ theorem [18].74

5 1) Drift by prior probability (a change in learnt decision75

boundary):76

The prior probability of circle class is reduced and the change can lead to misclassification. Identification of drift77
using the prior probability is simple and it is distance between two concepts that are estimated depending on the78
distance assessment methods like the Total Variation Distance and Hellinger Distance.79

6 2) Drift by condition (decision boundary change influenced80

by condition):81

True decision boundary remains unaffected. In the earlier research, authors have claimed that such types of82
drift are result of incomplete representation of true distribution over the current data that profoundly needs83
supplement data information for the learning model [19].84

The subset of covariate attributes will have conditional probability distribution over varied possible values of85
covariate attributes for every specific class.86

Conditional drift is weighted sum of distances amidst every probability distributions from varied time period,87
wherein the weights are average probability of class amidst the time periods in sequence.88

7 3) Drift by posterior probability (a change influenced by the89

conflict of old and new decision boundary):90

True boundary amidst classes varies post drift and the earlier learnt discrimination function does not apply the91
changes more. In a different dimension, it can be stated that the old function becomes completely or partially92
unfit and the learning models are required to adapt to new dimensions.93

For every subset of covariate attributes, there is a probability distribution amidst the class labels for every94
combination of covariate values at every time period. Hence the posterior drift can be estimated as weighted95
sum of distances amidst the probability distributions wherein the weighted sum of such distances amid the96
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probability distributions wherein the weights are average probability over two periods of specific value to an97
covariate attribute subset.98

Posterior distribution changes signify the fundamental changes among the data generation function, which is99
classified as a true concept drift. The other two types relate to virtual concept drift [20] that do not change100
the decision boundaries. In real-term conditions, one type of concept drift might appear with combination with101
other kind of concept drifts.102

8 III. Review of State of the art models103

In this section, the contemporary models pertaining to concept drift detection of streaming data mining from the104
contemporary literature. Overall models that were reviewed in varied context and it is a join detection of concept105
drift and misclassification. Concept drift detection using incremental learning and concept drift detection based106
on statistical methods.107

9 a) Joint detection of Concept Drift and Misclassification108

Few of the researches have made effort to address the joint problem of concept drift and misclassification, because109
of rising need from practical problems [21], [22].110

Uncorrelated Bagging is one of the old algorithm that is built to ensemble classifiers that are trained over a111
more balanced set of data based on re sampling and overcome the concept drift passively by weighing the base112
classifier having discriminative power [23], [24], [25].113

Selectively the recursive approaches like REA [26] and SERA [27] adapt same kind of ideas for Uncorrelated114
Bagging of developing an ensemble weighted classifiers but with a smarter level of oversampling technique. Learn115
++NIE and the Learn++CDS are some of the contemporary algorithms that tackle misclassification based116
on oversampling technique SMOTE [13] or sub-ensemble technique and the concept drift based on a dynamic117
weighting strategy [28].118

HUWRS.IP [29] develops HUWRS [30] to handle the imbalanced data streams by focusing on instance119
propagation scheme that relies on Naïve Bayes classifier and it uses Hellinger distance as a major weighting120
measure for concept drift detection.121

All such approached relate to chunk-based learning algorithms, and the core techniques work over a batch of122
data that is received at every step. It is very complex to develop a true online algorithm for concept drift due to123
the issues like measuring minority class statistics based on one illustration at a time [31].124

In order to handle the misclassification and concept drift in the form of an online fashion, some of the methods125
were proposed in the recent past. DDM -OCI [32] is among one of the contemporary algorithms that were126
proposed for detection of concept drift actively over the imbalanced data streams online. It tracks the reduction127
over the minority-class recall and upon observing any kind of significant drop, the drift shall be reported. The128
solution was very effective when minority-class recall is impacted by concept drift but when majority class might129
be adversely impacted.130

LFR (Linear Four Rates) is the other approach proposed for improving the DDM-OCI that monitors four131
rates based on confusion matrix-wherein the minority class recall and the precision, majority-class recall and132
precision that is statistically-supported bounds towards any kind of drift detection [33]. If any of the four rates133
if found exceeding the bound, the drift shall be confirmed. In PAUC (Prudential AUC) [34], [35] the emphasis134
is on developing an overall performance measure for online scenarios, and used as concept drift indicator. But135
accessibility to the historical data is imperative for the system. DDM-OCI, PAUC and LFR are very active136
drift detectors that are designed for imbalanced data streams and they are independent over the classification137
algorithms. Such significant constraint of such models is reset of the learning process if concept drift is considered.138
It could be infeasible in terms of handling the mis classification.139

In addition to the above set of approaches, perceptr on oriented algorithms like ESOS-ELM [36], RLSACP140
[37] and ONN [38] focus on the classification model for non-stationery environments in a passive manner and141
comprise mechanisms to address misclassification. RLSACP and ONN are some of the single model approaches142
comprising similar set of modelling and framework.143

CID (Class Imbalance Detection) approach was proposed with a varied objective towards concept drift [39].144
For defining the imbalanced degree that is suitable for online learning, a real-time indicator was proposed which is145
based on time decayed class size, the size pertaining to every class in the data stream. It is updated incrementally146
at every time using the time decay factor that emphasizes current status of data and it weakens the effect of old147
data. Any kind of current imbalance status is reported and it provides information pertaining to which classes148
belong to minority and majority classes.149

10 b) Concept Drift Detection by Incremental learning150

Incremental learning is a new dimension in which the concept drift is identified with. Many of the models that151
were proposed earlier focused on incremental learning wherein the historical models were considered for forming152
the ensembles. Following are some of the contemporary incremental learning models SEA (Streaming Ensemble153
Algorithm) [40] uses simple majority voting, the DIC (Dynamic Integration of Classifiers) approach [41] combines154
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11 C) CONCEPT DRIFT DETECTION BY STATISTICAL MEASURES

historical models with novel model of data training using the dynamic selection (DS), DVS (Dynamic Voting155
with Selection) and Dynamic Voting (DV).156

The other benchmark called AUE2 (Accuracy Updated Ensemble) [42] adapts weighted voting as a combination157
scheme, where the weights that assigned to individual models are defined in terms of mean squared errors of158
the models. Learn++ algorithm [43] unlike DIC and AUE2 weighs on the current performance over the Non-159
Stationary Environments, which assign weights to varied individual models depending on the current and the160
earlier data.161

The model discussed in [44] reflects upon Inductive Transfer (TIX) approach which works on varied methods162
to gain insights to historical models like given a new chunk of data and the outputs of historical models over163
training data that are used as features of training data, and a new model is developed with augmented training164
data. In the instance of building linear models that are built on learning process, TIX can be perceived as one165
of the special weighted voting scheme, a linear combination of original features of training data can be perceived166
as outcome of a linear model based on the training data that is original.167

The other ensemble model DDD (Diversity for Dealing with Drifts) method is discussed in [16]. The method168
focus on using the ensembles as single model for a chosen time step.169

Existence of concept drift leads to various models with positive and negative effects in terms of learning the170
current concept. It is very important that whilst getting the positive effects, preventing the negative impacts171
is also very important. Preserving historical models induce overheads for both storage and computation. Such172
issues are not usually addressed in DIC, TIX, Learn++NSE. Despite that DS/DVS scheme of DIC and time-173
adjust error schemes of Learn++NSE shall be resourceful for choosing historical models for preserving, and such174
adaptations need not be evaluated.175

SEA and AUE2 usually control the number of preserved models in the conditions of a predefined threshold.176
Both SEA and AUE2 assess the quality of individual models based on accuracy perspective. Major difference in177
the way SEA and AUE2 assess is that, SEA takes to account overall accuracy of ensembles of current training178
data, but AUE2 takes in to account every individual model in consideration over the training data in direct179
manner.180

Not many of the existing methods of ensemble that are used for incremental learning has focused on ensemble181
diversity in an explicit manner, though the diversity is considered to play a critical role in ensembles [45], [46].182

11 c) Concept Drift Detection by Statistical Measures183

In [33], the related statistical change detection model was proposed to handle the imbalanced data streaming,184
wherein the proposed model monitor multiple performance metrics. The technique monitors true positive rate185
and false positive rate, the true negative rates and the false positive rates attained from the confused matrix of186
the classification. Unlike the traditional matrix that reflects a biased majority class, the confusion matrix depicts187
more detailed view that is essential for addressing imbalance class problems. DOD (Degree of Drift) which is an188
windowbased model identifies the drifts by computing the distance map of all the samples over the current chunk189
and its nearest neighbours from the earlier chunk [48]. The DOD is computed based on distance map and if it190
increases by a parameter, the drift is signalled.191

In [49], the Paired Learners approach is proposed which adapts a pair of reactive learner which is trained192
based on the chunk of data. The model is a stable learner and trained over all the earlier data. The variation of193
accuracy amidst the two approaches depicts the drift. The disagreement is captured over binary value circular194
list. Also, the increase in the quantum of ones that are beyond change threshold is signalled as a drift, which is195
managed by replacing the stable model with a reactive one.196

In [50], a contemporary model was proposed that depends on the observation of randomly chosen training and197
testing the samples from a chunk of data which should lead to good accuracy of prediction, unless the window198
have any kind of non-stationary data. The usually adapted model of classifier’s cross validation evaluation [51]199
is the fundamental for the aforesaid model.200

The OLINDDA (Online Novelty and Drift Detection Algorithm) adapts the K-means data clustering for201
monitoring continuously and adapt to the emerging data [52]. The short term memory queue holds the unknown202
samples and they are clustered periodically and merged to existing similar cluster profiles or the modern profile203
to the pol of clusters.204

In [53], the MINAS were proposed which relies on micro clusters to obtain incremental stream clustering205
algorithm. It is an extended model to OLINLINDAs approach used for multi class problem. Some of the similar206
techniques that rely on clustering for defining the boundaries of the known data are Woo Ensemble [54], ECS207
Miner [55], and DETECTNOD algorithm [56]. Samples falling out from the clusters are treated as suspicious208
[54] [56] or the other way as outliers [55]. The difference or similarity amidst the defined clusters and suspicious209
samples are estimated on the account of density that is observed. If similarity attains the suspicious or outlier210
samples that are incorporated towards corresponding clusters, it concludes the concept drift.211

In [57], the GC3 approach is an improvisation with a grid density oriented clustering algorithm, wherein the212
novelty is estimated by considering newly appearing grids in the data space. Such methods [52], [54], [53], [56],213
[55], [57] face challenge of curse of dimensionality and issues of distance methods detection of concept drift in the214
binary data spaces. Such techniques are effective for multi-class classification problems and many classes might215
emerge or wane during the process of stream.216
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In [58], the COC (Change of Concept) treats every feature as an independent stream of data and screens the217
correlation amidst current chunk and the training chunk that has to be referred. The change observed in the218
average correlation is used for signal of change. Pearson correlation is used which makes the normality assumption219
to a distribution.220

In [59], the non-parametric unlabelled approach was proposed in the model of HDDDM (Hellinger Distance221
Drift Detection Methodology). Hellinger distance is used a measure to change in the distribution.222

In [60] and [61], the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is used for drift detection computationally efficient223
for high dimensional data streams. Such techniques reduce set of features essentially to be monitored. Both224
the methods are contrary in the selection of principal components. PCA models envisage issues because of225
considerable false alarming rate when compared to the other kind of multivariate distribution models.226

In [62], [63], [64], [65] consider the classification process by taking in to account the posterior probability227
estimates of classifiers, for identifying the drift. It can be used with probabilistic classifiers that have output of228
class probabilities before thresholding them to generate any kind of final class label. By tracking the posterior229
probability estimates, the intensity of drift detection task is reduced to the levels of monitoring univariate stream230
of values, which enable the process more computationally efficient.231

Such methods are very effective in reducing the false alarm rates, but their dependence on using the232
probabilistic models creates implications in terms of the applicability. The methods also impact any kind of233
change to the posterior distribution in terms of margin samples. Changes that deviate from the margin of234
classifier are considerably less critical than the classification process, however, none of the approaches offer235
robustness against them.236

12 d) Observations237

In many of the existing studies the focus is on development of drift detection methods and techniques for238
addressing the real drift. There is not much of research that has taken place in the domain which might impact239
the classification purpose and the performance. Despite that afore discussed drifts do not impact the true decision240
boundaries, it can lead to a better levels of decision boundary. The current techniques for handling the real drift241
might not be effective for any virtual drift, however, they offer different scenarios to learn and need varied242
solutions. In the instance of methods to address the real drift that is chosen to reset and retrain the classifier,243
the old concepts are ignored and the new concepts are learnt, which might not be an appropriate strategy to be244
used in virtual drift.245

It could be more effective for calibrating the existing classifier rather than retraining them. Also, the techniques246
for handling the actual drift very much depends on feedback about the classifier’s performance, whilst the247
techniques towards handling virtual drift shall operate even without the feedback [66]. It is imperative from the248
above review that all the three types discussed has significance and still there is scope for improvement in the249
models.250

13 e) Future Research Objectives251

The future challenges in concept drift could be attributed to the scope of scalability, sturdiness and efficacy of252
the models right from the levels of adaptation to more interpretable solutions, which can reduce dependency253
over the time and improve accurate feedback. Even moving from the adaptive algorithms to adaptive systems254
which could impact the complete knowledge discovery process apart from automating adaptation of the decision255
models. Few of the challenges envisaged in the process are discussed in [67].256

The outline of the key issues have to be addressed by the research to ensure that a significant progress in the257
area of pre-processing techniques for the data stream problems.258

Limited number of online and supervised discretises that were proposed in the literature reflect that the259
adjustments turnout to be more abrupt. But the problem is addressed to an extent by inclusion of class260
information in the discrete zation process. The tweaks that are abrupt and the ones that are labelling are261
two of the key concerns which must be addressed in the future researches.262

There is integral need for wrapper-based solutions that were not explored much in the earlier researches. Pure263
wrapper based on the online learning solutions could limit the computational costs because of the discriminative264
ability and adaptability to drift. Also, there is need for further research in terms of feature and the instance265
selection methods which can directly impact the problem of concept drift.266

IV.267

14 Conclusion268

In this paper, the categorization of the existing models of adaptive learning strategies based on the conceptual269
models, and the ones that are able to adapt the concept drift in addition to the contemporary techniques. Majority270
of the concept drift models presume that the changes taken place in the hidden contexts that are complex to271
be identified in the adaptive learning system. Because of the aforesaid reasons, concept drift is considered as an272
unpredictable and its detection is profoundly a reactive approach.273
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14 CONCLUSION

Numerous application settings wherein the concept drift is considered to be reappearing based on time line274
and based on varied objects over the modelled domain. The seasonal effects comprising vague periodicity towards275
a certain subgroup of object can be very common.276

Availability of external levels of contextual information or the extraction from the hidden contexts based on277
the predictive features might assign in handling the recurrent concept drift in an effective manner.278

Majority of the earlier works on the concept drift detection models reviewed in this survey do not address279
the issues of representation bias which is prevalent in many of the adaptive systems that can direct a specific280
kind of behaviour. However, when there is any kind of reinforcement feedback or any kind of closed loop control281
towards learning mechanism, it can’t evaluate and compare the performance of the concept drift based on the282
historical data. Hence, it can be stated that there is need for more emphatic studies that support in embedded283
concept drift handling in real operational settings towards proper kind of validation. While majority of the works284
towards handling concept drift has considered the supervised settings having immediate availability, still the285
actual problems looms much wider.286

In the process of a supervised learning that emerges over data, and the case of delayed set of ondemand287
labelling over the supervised learning, 1 2288
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adaptation mechanisms are to be investigated. The related research in the domain of concept drift is much289
beyond the application of machine learning, pattern recognition and the data mining solutions and there could290
be more explorative solutions in the domain.291
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